Base made from 1/4" Luan panel, painted green

3 pieces of 5.50" Velcro for wall attachments. Dimensions are to center points

3 pieces of Velcro for ramp attachment are approximate

Note:
Additional 1-1/4" x 1/4" lathe may be added to the bottom side of the base to receive the staples for the velcro
Hidden lines show approximate location of Velcro for ramp attachment
Create support structure from 1x2 Fir strips

Painted green

Dimensions:
- 48.00 (Edge to Center)
- 24.00 (Edge to Center)
- 20.50 (Edge to Center)
Hidden lines show support structure beneath course features.
Ramp Details

- **Dimensions:**
  - Width: 16.00
  - Height: 24.00
  - Depth: 18.00

- **Angles:**
  - Slope: 11°
  - Edge: 14°

- **Notes:**
  - Ramps and platform painted yellow
  - Black line

- **Scale:**
  - 1/4" = 1'

**Title:** RAMP DETAILS

**Drawing Information:**
- **Date:** 1/1/2015
- **Title:** Ramp-1
- **Scale:** 1/4" = 1'
A Wall (1x6 Board)
B 2X Angle Supports (Fir Strip)
C Painted Landing (See Course Overview)
D Wall and angle supports painted black

Wall and angle supports painted black
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Not shown: Leave approximately 3/16" clearance for velcro attachment